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Purists might particularly enjoy the work of Brian McClear, whose ‘Avocado & Rivets’ depicts a split avocado,
balancing, like Humpty Dumpty, on a rusty metal rafter.
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Here are a few things
to think about today

DREAMSTIME

Pursuing someone who isn’t interested
rarely works out.

Rejection
status is not
as one-sided
as you think

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Luigi Del Bianco works
on Mount Rushmore in
the 1930s.

Museum plans a
President’s Day
perfect for families

BY CARLOS D. WILLIAMSON
CHICAGO TRIBUNE

When you think of someone being put in
the friend zone, you think of people poking
fun at men who complain about being rejected.
But this rejection status isn’t as one-sided
as people think.
Men and women are guilty of leading each
other on with no real romantic intentions for
the future.
I’ve had my fair share of disappointments
in that area. But let’s get one thing clear: Being rejected does not mean you’ve been
friend zoned.
As much as we’d like to think otherwise, it
just means that person — for whatever reason — isn’t into you.
A hard pill to swallow, I know.
“The more and more that people are getting burned, the more and more you’re coming out from a space of defensiveness,” said
Goal Auzeen Saedi, a licensed clinical psychologist. “It’s immediately like, ‘I’m going to
hold you at arm’s length, and I’m going to use
you as I see fit, but I’m not going to let you get
very close to me.’”
Pursuing someone who isn’t interested
rarely works out. And according to Saedi,
most people know when they’re being friend
zoned. It’s just a matter of coming to terms
with it.
Andrea Moseley of Bolingbrook, Ill., for example, is well aware of what’s going on between her and the friend she’s been pursuing
since 2011. When she first met him at church,
the attraction was subtle, but as the two spent
more and more time at Bible study, her feelings grew stronger.
“He always looks like he’s smiling except
for when he’s concentrating on something,”
Moseley, 31, said. “It’s the shape of his lips
when he’s ready to smile.”
After numerous false starts and misinterpreted signals, Moseley began wearing dresses and making sure her hair was done every
time she saw her would-be beau. She even
took up cooking, hoping one day to share her
culinary skills with her romantic interest.
These kinds of actions, Saedi said, are a reflection of one’s self-worth.
“A lot of times, honestly, it’s confidence,”
Saedi said. “If they start saying, ‘Oh, does he
really care about me? What do I have to do to
win this person’s affection?’ That to me is a
cue of, ‘I have to give something. I am not
enough as I am.’ “
While there’s no foolproof plan for avoiding
ambiguous, one-sided relationships, one way
to evade the friend zone is by setting boundaries, Saedi said. There’s nothing wrong with
a healthy reciprocation of affection, but
knowing when to step back is key.
Communication — or lack thereof — is another issue that can lead to hurt feelings.
“The whole thing about being in a friend
zone is that you’re not comfortable enough or
assertive enough to make your feelings
known, and the other person is not assertive
enough to just say, ‘Hey, this is never going to
happen,’” said Wilder Anderson, a Rock Island native who’s been friend-zoned.
The 33-year-old added that this experience
in college left him “emotionally and mentally
in limbo.”
Despite the initial ambiguity, Anderson admitted to being aware of the one-sided affair
and tried to amplify his chances by being a
“really, really good friend.” This approach,
however, did not work.
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Brian McClear’s oil painting, ‘Avocado & Rivets,’ will be among the works by contemporary artists
featured in an exhibit titled ‘Mixmaster’ at the Mattatuck Museum in Waterbury, through March 18.

Wait...you willWANT to
drive to this ‘Mixmaster’
BY TRACY O’SHAUGHNESSEY
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WHAT: Mixmaster
WHERE: Mattatuck Muse-

aterbury’s Mixmaster is a nightmare for
everybody but

artists.
For regional artists, the “Mixmaster,” the Mattatuck Museum’s juried show now in its third
year, means a chance to strut
their stuff for an audience receptive to contemporary art.
This year’s show continues
that tradition, with an emphasis
on abstraction, conceptual art
and even a little more sculpture
than audiences might be accustomed to. The 40 artists the Waterbury museum has gathered
run the gamut from traditional
painting to mixed media and assemblage. What visitors get is a
mixed bag of artists who play
with formal composition even as
they reinvent the rule book.
This Mixmaster show is heavy
on gestural abstraction, with
artists like Michele Tragakiss,
Jean Scott, Julie Shapiro, Lesley
Bodzy, Joan Jardine and Eric
Chiang, enthusiastically wallowing in paint and finding in it
their own calligraphic DNA.
Purists might particularly enjoy the work of Brian McClear,
whose “Avocado & Rivets” depicts a split avocado, balancing,
like Humpty Dumpty, on a rusty
metal rafter. McClear juxtaposes the hard and the soft, the
fraying and the fresh, the manufactured and the organic. He
cleverly unifies these ostensibly
disparate worlds by rhyming the
pit of the fruit with the metallic
orb of the rivet. In McClear’s
conception, both look alternately
luscious and potent. The midnight blue background seems a
piece of abstraction by itself.
Artists like Aleksandar

um, 144 West Main St.,
Waterbury

WHEN: Through March 18
HOW: visit
mattmuseum.org or call
203-753-0381
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Nancy Moore’s ‘I Rise’ is featured in ‘Mixmaster,’ a juried
competition now on display
at the Mattatuck Museum in
Waterbury.
Popovic play with the real world
as mediated through the technological one. “Sinking Island V”
is a tantalizing locale rooted in a
cerulean sea, framed by the sort
of bright red lines one might see
on satellite imagery or a GPS.
In a more feminist conceit,
Stefania Urist’s “Window Dressing,” a work of leaded glass,
transforms the steel corset mannequin into a three-dimensional
assertion of bodily freedom. The
work consists of frames of leaded glass that together form what
looks to be a constrictive corset.
But the center explodes outward
in animate rebellion, the cleavage bursting out of the frame
with shards of spiky glass as
remnants of its unshackling. It’s
a bold and deeply relevant piece
in this #metoo era.
A number of artists, like Cynthia Cooper and Will Holub,
demonstrate what is possible

with lines — horizontal, in Cooper’s case, and playfully serpentine, in Holub’s. Elanna
Bernstein’s “Sonoro,” a gorgeous
monotype of a series of bands —
teal, pink, ocher, moss, cobalt
and saffron — show the kind of
kinetic possibilities available
within lines — thick, narrow,
curving, slender. It feels almost
musical in its composition.
Finally, two splendid figural
works — Susan Rollins’ spare
monotype of an albino parakeet
“Serinus Canaria” — and Nancy
Moore’s “I Rise” — are delicious
reminders of the continued power of figurative art. They are
both playful, enigmatic and utterly captivating. Moore’s work,
a charming watercolor and
gouache work of a woman in colorful attire, the toe of her boot
on a bird’s head, suggests a figure floating away from a confining past, animated by her
dreams of flight and escape,
which show up on the skirt of
her dress, where a bird alights
among the clouds, and the corner of her eye, on which yet another bird is painted. It’s
colorful, buoyant and rhapsodic,
a captivating work of symbolist
intensity nicely married to blistering color.
Contact Tracey O’Shaughnessy at tosh@rep-am.com.

School may be out for
Presidents Day on Feb.
19, but the Mattatuck
Museum’s Presidents Day
Family Day that day, from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., will
allow families to learn
about presidential history
through a variety of guided and self-guided activities.
From 10:30 to 11 a.m., a
docent-guided tour of
“Men of Letters: Presidential Signatures” will discuss highlights of the exhibition, including a ship’s
passport signed by George
Washington and then-Secretary of State Thomas
Jefferson, and a letter sent
by Lyndon B. Johnson to a
contact in Dallas before
John F. Kennedy’s fateful
trip there.
Teaching artist Steve
DiRenzio will lead a presidential-themed art activity
with from 11 a.m. to noon.
At noon, storyteller Lou
Del Bianco will lead “In
The Shadow of the Mountain,” an epic story of one
man’s involvement in creating Mount Rushmore
National Memorial. Del
Bianco will portray his
grandfather, Luigi Del
Bianco, and tell the story
of his contribution to the
carving of Mount Rushmore using photos, maps
and timelines to bring
Luigi’s story to life.
Details: The daylong
event is free for children
16 and under, $5 for members and $15 for general
admission. To purchase
tickets, visit mattmuseum.org or call 203-7530381 ext. 130.

Turn a new page
with a travel club
If you’re tiring of the
same old book club, think
about a yearlong exploration of the spectacular
museums and historic
houses of Connecticut
with the Mattuck Museum’s Travel Club.
Mattatuck staff members will lead museum
lovers at participating institutions along the Connecticut Art Trail with an
Art Trail Passport. The
February meet-up will be
Feb. 28 at the Yale Center
for British Art at 1:30 p.m.
The center’s salon-style
galleries feature works by
British masters including
George Stubbs and John
Constable.
Meet-ups are included
with a Connecticut Art
Trail Passport, available
from the Mattatuck Museum for $25, which includes free admission at
18 institutions across the
state and other offers.
For details or to buy a
passport, visit mattmuseum.org, 203-753-0381 x130
or visit the museum at 144
West Main St., Waterbury.
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